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Background Compassion fatigue (CF) is a stress disorder that can develop when caring for others
who are suffering (1). Often referred to as “the cost of caring,” it can manifest as emotional exhaustion
after attending to persons who are experiencing physical and/or emotional pain (1). In contrast,
compassion satisfaction (CS) is the emotional fulfillment that is associated with caring professions (2).
When CF becomes out of balance with CS, it can have negative consequences on a clinician’s wellbeing, and potentially lead to decreased quality of patient care (3-4). This Fast Fact will focus on defining
both CF and CS, as well as discussing methods for management and prevention of CF.
Compassion fatigue was coined in 1992 but has since received more attention (especially during the
COVID-19 pandemic) as there has been an increased emphasis on wellness among healthcare workers
amidst widespread medical suffering (5). CF has been described as a secondary traumatic stress (STS)
disorder (1). In healthcare, the patient’s trauma is referred to as the primary stress, while the trauma
experienced by the person providing the care is referred to as secondary stress (1). Healthcare workers
can experience chronic exposure to STS when caring for people with serious illness or injuries and/or
emotional suffering (5). The terms STS and CF are often used interchangeably, and some controversy
exists regarding the independent validity of CF as a condition. Proponents of CF as an entity typically
understand it as a condition of emotional exhaustion that arises due to prolonged experiences of STS (5).
All healthcare workers may be at risk, but those who frequently care for dying patients, patients with
serious injury/illness, or patients suffering from emotional trauma may be more liable (6).
Compassion satisfaction (CS) is the fulfillment one receives from the work of patient care (2). While CF
may be understood as a negative emotional effect, CS can be understood as the positive effect of helping
others. It is the emotional reward when one feels that they have made a meaningful difference in the care
of a patient (7). CS can be experienced simultaneously with CF and may also function as a protective
factor against CF by helping healthcare workers identify meaning in their work (2,5). When CF becomes
significantly out of balance with CS, chronic exhaustion and eventually burnout may result (7,8).
Burnout and CF may sometimes be conflated (see Fast Facts #167-170), although there are distinctions
between the two (6). CF is due to the emotional fatigue from empathizing with distressed patients (8).
While burnout can more broadly manifest in any field, CF is specific to professions where empathy is an
inherent attribute (6). CF and burnout share similar risk factors, however, such as increased workloads
and lack of organizational support. For these reasons, CF and burnout can be contributing factors to each
other among healthcare professionals (9).
Risk factors for CF Individual risk factors for developing CF include treating complex patients with
severe trauma, more years of work experience, difficulty detaching from work, and coping styles that are
passive in nature (9-11). Organizational risk factors include increased workloads, inadequate resources,
and an overwhelmed medical system (12-13).
Signs & symptoms of CF The signs and symptoms of CF relate to emotional exhaustion. They can
manifest as a diminished capacity to exhibit empathy or sympathy, mental and emotional fatigue, and
deteriorating job satisfaction (1,2,14). These emotional states can result in disrupted personal and
professional relationships, decline in morale, and increased errors in patient care (1-3).
Prevention and management Prevention of CF can be accomplished by not allowing CF to become
out of balance with CS (2). Awareness of the etiology, signs, and symptoms of CF can be one important
step for healthcare workers and organizations to allow for early intervention. While increased CS has
been shown to be helpful in mitigating CF, there is a lack of evidence regarding specific organizational
strategies to improve CS and thereby prevent CF (2). Individual strategies that have been identified
typically center around the ability to emotionally separate from work to feel renewed (15) and the
cultivation of mindfulness practices to foster self-compassion (16,17). These strategies include but are not

limited to group debriefing about challenging patient situations, meditation, seeking therapy, prioritizing
individual means of self-care, and identifying thought patterns of self-judgment and criticism (6,9,16-18).
Summary CF is a stress disorder that may arise as the cumulative outcome of caring for patients who
are enduring traumatic experiences. CS is the emotional reward one can feel from patient care. When CF
is experienced out of proportion to CS, it can have harmful effects on work performance and individual
well-being. Increased organizational awareness of and support for CF can protect both healthcare
workers and their patients.
Assessment Tool: To access a tool to measure compassion fatigue and compassion satisfaction, visit
https://proqol.org/proqol-measure (2).
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